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MIKE’S 2013 FALL HUNT REPORT
This past 2013 fall hunting season was very successful but certainly had its highs and lows. One of the highs was
killing some giant mule deer yet having several hunters go home without a deer. Another high was our great success
on our moose hunts yet the low of not being able to find any really big bulls. On the whitetails we were seeing good
amounts of them, but the rut was weak, we only saw a few big bucks and then we had a couple of ground shrinkage
incidents. The elk rut was the same way as the whitetails, we know the population of elk is higher than ever but the rut
was so slow we struggled to hear much bugling. Another high was getting all the moisture throughout the spring and
summer before the season, it meant maxed out antler growth and healthy, fat animals, able to survive our sometimes
tough winters but it also meant that during the season the animals did not have to concentrate to certain areas for
food or water, they could find it anywhere, that often made the hunting tough. We busted our butts though, so did all
of our hunters and the vast majority of them seemed to go home very happy, wanting to come back again.
Some of the big critters taken this year were on our mule deer bowhunts. Brandon Hiatt from Colorado shot a giant
framed 206 gross score buck which will be in a feature article in an upcoming Eastmans Bowhunting Journal. Tim
Komar from Wisconsin shot a massive 196 buck. Don Roepke killed a big, boxy 182 and Matt Garrett took a heavy
176 typical. We saw several other 170-190 score deer that we just couldn’t get close enough to with a bow. We also
hunted elk, moose and ran a few fall black bear bowhunts. You can find all the details on our 2013 bowhunt report.
On the elk, our normally high success elk hunts were not that way for the first time in eight years. All the moisture had
the elk scattered and the bulls were happily breeding the few cows they had and the cows that didn’t get bred came
into a 2nd estrus in late October when we heard a short flurry of bugling and local hunters took some nice bulls. We
killed just 2 bulls with rifle and bow, one by Sam Finch from PA and the other one by bowhunter Tim Komar. Yes the
same Tim who killed the huge muley with his bow, lucky bugger. Well, there will be lots of elk left for next year!
On the moose hunts we hosted 18 hunters who shot 16 bulls. The 2 unsuccessful hunters both wanted 40+ inch wide
bulls but couldn’t find them. One of the hunters saw over 100 moose and 18 bulls, the 2nd unsuccessful hunter “only”
saw about 75 moose and 10 bulls. Both of them said they had a great time and plan on coming back. One hunter who
keeps coming back is Carl Jorgenson. He drove up from Oregon for his 5th moose hunt in 5 years and took bull #5, his
best one yet with a tough, brushy 60 yd shot. Craig Modahl came up on the hunt with Carl and killed the biggest bull
of the year, a long tined 44 incher. We had several other successful repeat moose hunters this past fall too, Dennis
Colmerauer, Ron Johnson, Earl Bogard and Aaron Seitz. Jay Remy from Oregon killed the first bull in our new south
zone. Jay was impressed with the huge amount of country we have to hunt, the extensive road system which gives us
such great access and the numbers and size of the bulls. Our moose hunts really are a unique, fun hunt. I even got in
on the action when, after a 6 year wait, I drew a resident moose tag and shot a good bull at 22 yards with my bow.
In the mule deer rifle season we shot some good bucks in both the September and November rut hunts. In the early
season Bud Olson from Nebraska made the first kill with a velvet antlered, non typical scoring 171, Ben Hoover from
PA nailed a wide, hard horned buck scoring 172 and long time repeat hunter Eric Montague from Utah finally broke
the 180 mark in a big way with a double drop tine, 187 score deer. Then we broke 180 twice on the rut hunts, one of
the hunts was with 2nd time hunter Wyatt Tolles from New Jersey with a spectacular on-video kill. November is also
when we do our whitetail deer hunts. We had 3 successful whitetail deer hunters, Tony Guidi from New Jersey, Scott
Shultz from North Dakota and Mike Shaffer from PA. Overall the hunters saw several decent “next year” bucks, good
numbers of does and a few big bucks that were just out of range or walking too fast across the open lines in the bush.
All the hunters said we have great stand setups for the deer and they knew we have some huge bucks. That’s why you
come to Canada, you never know when an absolute giant whitetail, unlike anything you’ll see at home, will step out.
If you are interested in booking a hunt for next year you should contact me right away. We only have a few
openings left for 2014 and we are close to half full for 2015.Thank you to the great group of hunters that we had for
our 2013 fall hunts and hopefully you too can make it up here to experience the Big Game Hunter’s Paradise of the
Peace River region with Mike’s Outfitting Ltd.

